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Abstract 
For the M/G/l queue, we show by direct analytical calculation that the per- 
turbation analysis estimator of the second derivative of mean steady-state response 
time is strongly consistent for location and scale parameters of the service time 
distribution. 
Perturbation analysis is a means by which to calculate derivatives of performance 
measures in discrete-event systems with respect to parameters of the underlying distri- 
butions. In particular, this technique has been applied to queueing systems [1],[2]. In 
[2], the consistency of the gradient estimator was proved for the M/G/l queue by di- 
rect analytical calculation, and in [3], these results were extended to second derivative 
estimators. In this paper, we show that for the special cases where the parameters of 
interest are location or scale parameters, the proofs in [3] simplify considerably. (For a 
random variable X, 8 is said to be a location parameter if the distribution of the random 
variable X - B does not depend on 0; 6 is said to be a scale parameter if the distribution 
of X/B does not depend on 8.) 
For the (stable) G/G/l queue, with T the steady-state response time and 8 a pa- 
rameter of the underlying service time distributions, the second derivative perturbation 
analysis estimator (derived in 131) converges a.s. to 
where 7 is the number of customers served in a busy period, Xi is the service time of the 
jth customer in the busy period, g(*) and G( ) * are the density and distribution functions 
of the interarrival time distribution, and z is the age of the interrarrival time at the end of 
the busy period. For this note, technical details concerning the definition and existence 
of dX/dB are not of primary concern. Instead, we simply assume its existence, along 
with the existence of the first two moments of X. For location and scale parameters, 
under these mild assumptions, dX/dB can be calculated in a pointwise (on the sample 
space) manner and will automatically satisfy the following properties: 
Al. E[$] = F, A2. E[Xg] = iv. 
(These properties were used as assumptions in [2] and are satisfied by a wide class of 
distributions, e.g., exponential, uniform, deterministic.) 
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We have the following lemmas: 
LEMMA 1. If B is a location parameter for the random variable X : Cl - R, then 
(9 
dX 1 -= 
d0 
and 
d=‘X o 
z= ’ 
(ii) 
dE[Xl 
d0 
= E[$] = 1, 
y = 2E[Xg] = 2E[X]. 
PROOF. Since 0 is a location parameter, we can write X as 
0) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
X(w, 0) = fl+ d(w) VW E R, for some function 4. 
Differentiating (2) once, 
%(u,B) = 1 VW En. 
Differentiating again, 
$,8) =O VW ER. 
(2) 
Taking expectations on both sides of (2), E[X] = e + E[4]. 
Differentiating, 
dW1 _ 
de 
1= E[$]. 
Squaring and taking expectations on both sides of (2), E[X2] = 02+2eE[4]+E[42]. 
Differentiating, 
v = 28 + 2E[4] = 2E[x] = ‘LE[~$$]. 
scale parameter for the random variable X : Sl - 83, then 
dX X d2X 
de=77 
and F = 0, 
WJf.7 2E[X2] 
de 
= 2E[X3 = es 
PROOF. Since 8 is a scale parameter, we can write X as 
x(w,e) = e4tw) VW E R, for some function 4. (3) 
N 
(ii) 
(iii) 
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Differentiating (3) once, 
b&q = d(w) = y VW E i-l. 
Differentiating again, 
c&,8) = q = 0 VwEfl. 
Taking expectations on both sides of (3), E[X] = fJE[d]. 
Differentiating, 
!$ = E[,$] = y = E[;] = E[g]. 
Squaring and taking expectations on both sides of (3), E(X’] = d2E(d2]. 
Differentiating, 
In order to show strong consistency, we must show 
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(4) 
In general, both sides of (4) are intractable, but specializing to Poisson arrivals allows us 
to use the P-K formula from standard queueing theory for the right-hand side, and with 
further specialization to location or scale parameters yielding considerable simplification 
in (l), we have our main result: 
THEOREM. For the M/G/l queue, if 
(a) B is a location parameter of the service time distribution, or 
(b) 8 is a scale parameter of the service time distribution, 
s.t. E[X], E[X”j, and dX/dB ezist, where X is the service time random variable, then 
the perturbation analysis estimator of dLE[T]/de2 (whose limit is given by (5) below) is 
strongly consistent. 
PROOF. For Poisson arrivals, we have g(z)/(l - G(z)) = X, where X is the arrival 
rate, and for 6’ either a location or scale parameter, the lemmas give @X/de2 = 0. 
Substituting these simplifications into (l), we have 
For the M/G/l queue, we have the P-K formula (see, e.g., Kleinrock 141): 
_ .: 
XE[X’] 
EITj = EfXl + ~(1 _ XE[X])’ (6) 
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(a) For 6 a location parameter, we have dX/dB = 1 from Lemma 1 (i), so substituting 
into (S), we get 
where rl is the number served in a busy period. From standard queueing theory 
(e.g., 1411, 
E[$] = -L - 
X2E[X2] 
1-p+ (I?# + (l-p)3’ 
On the other hand, differentiating (6) w.r.t. 6 and using Lemma 1 (ii) and (iii), 
we get 
WTI _=I+-[_ - 
d0 
X 2E[Xj + XE[X2] 
2 l-p (I-p)J. 
Differentiating again, we get 
~-WI = A[ l X2E[X2] -- 
dd2 1 -p + (1 Yp)2 + (1 - p)3 I* 
Thus, (4) is satisfied. 
(b) For 0 a scale parameter, we have dX/dO = X/B from Lemma 2 (i), so substituting 
into (S), we get 
+$I = ;E[B2], 
where B is the length of a busy period. Again, from standard queueing theory 
(e.g., [41), 
W’l W21 = (1 _ p)3 - 
On the other hand, differentiating (6) w.r.t. 6 and using Lemma 2 (ii) and (iii), 
we get 
dBIT]= 
de 
E[X] + XE[X2] 2 -p 
B -s--(1- 
Differentiating again, we get 
8 WI 
r= 
XE[X2] 
tP( 1 - p)3 * 
Thus, (4) is satisfied. 
As the proof makes evident, tractability of (5) results from the property of the location 
or scale parameter given in Lemma 1 (i) or Lemma 2 (i), respectively, which allows us 
to convert the sum in (5) to the second moment of the number in a busy period or the 
second moment of the length of a busy period, respectively, for which analytic results 
exist for the M/G/l queue. Specific examples to which this theorem is applicable include 
the M/M/l queue, the M/E,/l, the M/D/l queue, and the M/U/l queue. 
Furthermore, the proofs expose the following interesting relationships relating second 
derivatives of mean steady-state system time to second moments of quantities of the busy 
period distribution: 
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where r7 is the number served in a busy period and 0 is a location parameter. 
(b) 
where B is the length of a busy period and 0 is a scale parameter. 
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